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Christ Church was established in 1698 and has consistently sought to be faithful to 
the teachings of the Church catholic—as found in the Scriptures, the Creeds and the 
Book of Common Prayer—as this Church has received them. 
 
We reaffirm our commitment to the teaching of human sexuality as revealed in the 
Holy Scriptures and affirmed by the Church catholic: sexual intimacy is a gift and 
mystery which God has designed to be expressed solely in the covenant of marriage 
between one man and one woman. All are called to chastity; some are called to 
celibacy. Consequently, all who are ordained are likewise called to live according to 
these standards. We also reaffirm our commitment to proclaim the good news of 
Jesus Christ in word and deed to Accokeek and the whole world. 
 
Therefore, we reject resolutions D025 and C056 of General Convention 2009. 
Whether prescriptive or descriptive, they will not repair the broken bridges in the 
Anglican Communion, whose fabric is torn at its deepest level. They demonstrate an 
unwillingness to observe two of the moratoria which all four Instruments of Unity 
have asked for. They violate the explicit teaching of the Communion regarding 
human sexuality, especially as expressed in the 1998 Lambeth Conference resolution 
1.10. They ignore the consensus of Christians throughout all time. They stand in 
contradiction to the explicit teaching of Scripture regarding human sexuality. And in 
particular, C056 violates the Episcopal Church’s own canons concerning the 
Covenant of Marriage. Therefore, we repudiate these resolutions and dissociate 
ourselves from them and their consequences. 
 
We emphasize that we believe we are upholding the teaching of human sexuality 
which God has revealed. This teaching is entirely harmonious with the proclamation 
of the good news of God in Jesus Christ: that God’s love for all people—whether 
male or female, rich or poor, gay or straight—is ferociously manifest in Jesus’ cross 
and resurrection. 
 
Lastly, we commend the work, at various levels within the Communion, on the 
Anglican Covenant and welcome the opportunity to review, study and sign its final 
draft. 


